Take control over your QC, no matter the size of your operations.

No two lending organizations are alike. That’s why ARMCO built software that harnesses the power
of the ACES award-winning QC technology in an easilyimplemented format for small and mid-sized
lenders.
ARMCO’s ACESXPRESS™ encapsulates the powerful tools of ACES Audit Technology™, with simplified
out-of-the-box features and fast implementation. Now is the time to take control of your QC. With
ACESXPRESS, any-sized mortgage lender or servicer can take advantage of ARMCO’s award-winning
mortgage QC technology and renowned customer service. It’s time to move to streamlined technology
and reject antiquated systems and unmanageable spreadsheets. Reduce your anxiety, increase your
QC productivity and embrace powerful communication and reporting possibilities with a QC system of
record like no other.

KEY BENEFITS
•

Supports inhouse QC reviews with minimal internal resources

•

Dedicated account support from an ARMCO Administrator

•

Access to all major ACES functionality, including prepared questions, checklists,
statistical modeling and reports

•

Full system set-up and customization by ARMCO Professional Services

Experience Ultimate Control with ACESXPRESS
Call us at (800) 858-1598 or email QCSolutions@armco.us
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ACESXPRESS is a web-based, highly customizable technology
which places your audit plans, policies and procedures in motion to significantly reduce time and risk.
ACESXPRESS enables full understanding of loan quality, how to control it and how to convey it.
Influence your organization’s business strategies through powerful reporting and actionable data.
ARMCO has provided the solution to your current pre-funding QC, post-closing QC, servicing and due
diligence audit challenges.
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If you are a small to mid-sized lender with a limited QC staff, schedule a free ARMCO evaluation to
determine the best method for your organization and retake control of your quality control.
Join the thousands of mortgage QC professionals powering their success through ACES Audit
Technology. Learn more about ACESXPRESS by contacting one of our QC specialists today.

Experience Ultimate Control with ACESXPRESS
Call us at (800) 858-1598 or email QCSolutions@armco.us
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